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OIF Salvation Non-Origin Crew Contract

The OIF Salvation is an Origin Industries ship that accepts not only Origin employees but contracted
workers as well. This page detailes things that all Non-Origin crew members have to agree to.

Responsibility

All contracted crewmen should keep in mind that even if they are not part of Origin they are1.
expected to behave in a code of conduct that will not shame the company.
Contracted crew should report to their supervisor at the start of their shift.2.
Contracted Crew men are to follow orders of any Origin Industries employee in a position of3.
leadership on the vessel in order from top of the hierarchy down; Captain, first mate, department
chiefs, supervisor(if not equal or greater than department chiefs), others in leadership roles.

While not contractually obligated to follow employees not in a leadership role, escalating1.
disputes, and endangering the crew are punishable.

Contractors must wear a special uniform that is a modification of the Origin Industries Uniform4.
where the blue is replaced with an amber orange and black is replaced with slate grey.

Uniform is provided by Origin1.

Legality

Regardless of citizenship all contractors fall under Origin Industries' authority when settling legal1.
matters, and Origin Industries reserves the right to try contractors internally if appropriate.
Origin Industries has no obligation to defend contractors in court if personal actions have put them2.
in a legal situation with local governments.

Payment and Rank

In accordance with the contract, all contractors will be given a salary or no less than 100KS a week.1.
Contractors will receive a temporary rank while working with Origin Industries. These ranks do not2.
have specific pay grades associated to them however and hold less power than their corresponding
Orisec/Field ranking.

Contractor Orisec/Field
Master Ensign
Adept Master Sergeant
Artisan Sergeant
Journeyman Corporal
Apprentice Private first class
Neophyte Private
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OOC Notes

Syaoran created this article on 2015/07/16 12:54.
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